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Abstract 
The domination umber 7 of a graph G is the minimum cardinality of a subset D of vertices of 
G such that each vertex outside D is adjacent to at least one vertex in D. For any subset A of the 
vertex set of G, let O+(A) be the set of vertices not in A which are adjacent to at least one vertex 
in A. Let N(A) be the union of A and 0+(A), and d(A) be the sum of degrees of all the vertices 
of A. In this paper we prove the inequality 2q ~<(p-y ) (p -y+2) - Id+(A) l  (p-y+l)+d(N(A)), 
and characterize the extremal graphs for which the equality holds, where p and q are the 
numbers of vertices and edges of G, respectively. From this we then get an upper bound for 
y which generalizes the known upper bound 7 ~< P + 1 - x /~ + 1. Let I(A) be the set of 
vertices adjacent o all vertices of A, and i(A) be the union of A and I(A). We prove that 
2q<<.(p - 7 - ]i(A)] + 2)(p - ~ + 4) + d(i(A)) - min{p - ~, - [I(A)] + 2, ]AI, II(A)I, 3}, which 
implies an upper bound for y as well. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite, undirected and simple graph with vertex set V(G). A subset 
D of  V(G) is a dominating set i f  each vertex in V(G)\D is adjacent o at least 
one vertex in D. The domination umber of G, denoted by 7(G), is defined to be 
the minimum cardinality of a dominating set of  G. Topics on domination number 
and related parameters have long attracted graph theorists for their strongly practical 
background and theoretical interesting. It has been proved [7] that the decision problem 
corresponding to the domination umber for arbitrary graphs is NP-complete. Thus, the 
exploration of  lower and upper bounds for the domination umber as sharp as possible 
is of  great significance. In this direction there are now a number of estimations for the 
domination umber of a graph in terms of  some basic parameters such as the numbers 
of  vertices and edges, the minimum and maximum degrees, and so on. For example, 
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an early result of Ore [10] states that the domination umber 7<~p/2 if G contains no 
isolated vertices, where p is the number of vertices of G. This result was improved 
as 7 ~2p/5 in [9] for connected graph G which has minimum degree at least two and 
is not one of seven exceptional graphs. In 1965, Vizing [14] proved the following 
inequality involving the domination umber and the numbers of vertices and edges. 
Theorem 1 (Vizing [14]). For any graph G with p vertices and q edges, the domi- 
nation number ~ satisfies 
2q<~(p - 7)(p - y + 2). (1) 
Moreover, the equality holds if and only if G is the vertex disjoint union of ~ - 2 
isolated vertices and a (p -y+ 2 )-clique with the removal of a minimum edge covering. 
Theorem 1 implies the following upper bound. 
Corollary 1 (Vizing [14]). 7~<p + 1 - v /~ + 1. (2) 
As an improvement of Vizing's inequality, Fulmann [6] proved the following 
Theorem 2 (Fulman [6]). Let A be the maximum degree of G. Then 
2q<. (p -  v) (p -  v + 2) -  A (p -  v -  A). (3) 
By using this, Fulmann [6] gave a short proof for a result of Sanchis [13] which 
states that 
2q<.(p - V)(p - 7+ 1) 
if 7/> 3 and G has no isolated vertices (the same result was proved in [15] for connected 
graph with 7 >~ 3). The equality is unattainable when A ~< p - ~ - 1, as showed in [6]. 
In [ 11 ] Payan proved that 
and 
(p -  1 - A ) (p -  2 -  6) 
~< +2, 
p -1  
where A and 6 are, respectively, the maximum and minimum degrees of G. Further, 
Payan [11 ] stated without proof the inequality 
y~<½(p + 1 -6 )  
for the graphs without isolated vertices not isomorphic to the complement of a 1-regular 
graph or with at least one component not isomorphic to a square. This inequality was 
proved in [5]. In the same paper, Flach and Volkmann also gave several upper bounds 
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for 7 in terms of the neighbourhood union N(A) of a subset A of V(G). They proved 
among others that 
7<~ 2 p+IA] - ( f -1 ) ]N(A) \A I3  ' (4) 
where N(A) is the set of vertices adjacent in G to at least one vertex of A. From this 
they obtained that 
and 
7~< ½(p - (6 - 2)_~), 
where _~ is the maximum cardinality of an independent set of G such that no vertex 
of G is adjacent o two distinct vertices in the set. Relationships between the dom- 
ination number and the neighbourhood union can be found in [2, Lemma 2] also. 
For other estimations of the domination umber, the reader can consult, for example, 
[2-5,11,12]. 
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate further the relationships between 
the domination umber and the neighbourhood union and intersection. More precisely, 
we will give inequalities involving 7 and either the neighbourhood union or the neigh- 
bourhood intersection of a subset of V(G), and then derive sharp upper bounds for 7. 
It is expected that this can supplement the existing results mentioned above. The work 
was mainly motivated by the desire of giving a more general form (see Theorem 3 
in the next section) for Theorems 1 and 2. It was also inspired by the recent year's 
work on the characterization f the hamiltonicity by using neighbourhood conditions 
(see e.g. the survey paper [8]). 
Throughout the paper we assume G is a finite, undirected and simple graph with 
vertex set V(G). As above, we use 7, P, q, A and 6 to denote the domination umber, 
the number of vertices, the number of edges, the maximum degree and the minimum 
degree of G, respectively. Dominating sets of G with the minimum cardinality are 
called the minimum dominating sets. The neighbourhood N(x) of a vertex x of G is 
the set of vertiees adjacent o x in G. For a subset A of V(G), the neighbourhood 
union and the neighbourhood intersection of A are defined to be N(A)= UxEA N(X) 
and I(A) = NxEA N(x), respectively. Denote N(A) =A UN(A) and I(A) ---A UI(A). We 
call O+(A)=N(A)\A and O-(A)=3+(V(G)\A) the outer and inner boundaries of A, 
respectively. For any vertex x E V(G), let dA(x)----IN(x)NA[. Thus, dvic)(x)= d(x) is 
the degree o fx  in G, and i fx  EA then dA(X) is the degree o fx  in G[A], the subgraph 
of G induced by A. We use d(A) to denote the sum of degrees d(x) of all the vertices 
x E A. A minimum edge covering of a graph is a smallest set of edges such that each 
vertex of the graph is incident with at least one edge in the set. For other undefined 
notations and terminology, the reader is referred to [1]. 
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2. Domination number and neighborhood unions 
Let A C V(G) and S = V(G)\-N(A). We call A a type 1 set of G if 
(a) 0+(A)¢0,S¢0; 
(b) S is an independent set of G; 
(c) A US is a minimum dominating set of G; and 
(d) ds(y)=l  for all yEO+(A),  and d~?+(A)(Z)>~l for all zES.  
A is said to be a type 2 set if it satisfies (a) and the following (e) - (g) :  
(e) G[S] is a complete graph with the removal of a perfect matching; 
(f) A together with any two nonadjacent vertices in S is a minimum dominating set 
of G; 
(g) ds(y) = IS] - 1 for all y E O+(A), and if ISI = 2 then d?,+(A)(Z)/> 1 for each z E S. 
Note that in both cases, A is the unique minimum dominating set of G[N(A)]. The 
main result in this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. For any subset A of V(G), we have 
2q<~(p - 7)(P - 7 + 2) - 10+(A)[ (p  - 7 + 1) + d(N(A)). (5) 
Furthermore, if G contains no isolated vertices, then the equality holds if and only iJ 
A is either a type 1 set or a type 2 set. 
Proof. Let S = V(G)\N(A). Then 
IS[ =p-  IA I -  10+(A)I • (6) 
Since the union of A and a minimum dominating set of  G[S] is a dominating set of G, 
we have 
7(6[5]) ~> 7 - IAI • (7) 
Clearly, (S\N(y))UA U {y} is a dominating set of G for any y c ~3+(A). This implies 
IN(y)NSI<~IS[ + [A I + 1 -7 .  (8) 
Note that 2q =d(V(G)) and 2q(G[S])<~(fSI-7(G[S]))(IS]-7(G[S])+2) by Theorem 1. 
From (6) - (8 )  we get 
2q =2q(G[S])+ ~ IN(y)nSI +d(N(A)) 
yC~+(A) 
4(151-  7(618]))(18[- 7(G[S])+ 2)+ [O+(A)I(ISI + IAI + 1 -7 )+ d(N(A)) 
~< (]SI + IAI - 7)([$1 + [A] + 2 - 7) + 1~3+(A)I(ISI + IAI + 1 - 7) + d(N(A)) 
=(ISI + IAI - 7)(p - ~ + 2) + 10+(A)I + d(~(A)) 
=(P  - 7) (P - 7 + 2) - IO+(A)I (p  - 7 + 1) + d(N(A)), 
which is just (5). 
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It is not difficult to check that if A is a type 1 set or a type 2 set, then the equality 
in (5) occurs. Conversely, suppose that the equality in (5) is attained. Then from the 
proof above we have 
(i) 7 = IAI + 7(G[S]); 
(ii) for any y E t3+(A), (S\N(y)) UA U {y} is a minimum dominating set of G, thus 
(ii.1) IN(y)nSI=ISI + IAI + 1 -7 ,  
(ii.2) S\N(y) is an independent set, 
(ii.3) if y '  E ~3+ (A), y'  ¢ y, then ds\N(.v)(Y') <. 1, 
(ii.4) for each z E N(y) N S, ds\N(y)(z) ~< 1; and 
(iii) S can be partitioned into St and $2 such that G[S1] is an ( IS [ -  k + 2)-clique 
with the removal of a minimum edge covering and $2 is a set of k - 2 isolated 
vertices in G[S], where k = 7(G[S]). 
From (i) and (ii) we know S ¢ 0 • If  Isl = 1, then 7 = IA[+ 1 by (i) and IN(y) n S[ = 1 
by (ii.1). So clearly A is a type 1 set in such case. In the following we suppose ISI >/2. 
From (i) and (ii) we have k = [S\N(y)[ + 1 for each y E 0+(A). Thus, 
[S\N(y)[ = IS2I + 1, (9) 
IN(y)nSI = 1811 - 1. (10) 
We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: IS[- k is even. 
Then G[SI] is an (IS I - k + 2)-clique with the removal of a perfect matching. So 
by (ii.2) there are for each y E 3+(A) at most two vertices of S1 which are not in 
N(y)NS. 
Subcase 1.1: There exists a vertex Y0 E t?+(A) such that there are exactly two vertices 
z,z' E S1 which are not in N(yo)NS. Then Sl\{z,z I} C_N(yo)NS and z,z ~ ES\N(yo) 
are not adjacent. In fact, we must have $1 = {z,z'} since otherwise a vertex of Sl\{z,z'} 
is adjacent o both z and z', contradicting (ii.4). So for any y E ?+(A), IN(y)AS]  = 1 
by (10). Note that S is in fact an independent set and 7 = IAI + ISI by (i). So A is a 
type 1 set. 
Subcase 1.2: For each yE  t?+(A), there is exactly one vertex Zy ESI which is not in 
N(y) M S. From (10) we know N(y)f3 S = Sl\{Zy}. Since G has no isolated vertices, 
we have $2 =0.  Hence k=2 and 7= IAI + 2 by (i). Clearly, A is a type 2 set. 
Case 2: IS [ -  k is odd. 
In such case ISll~>3 and there is a vertex zoESl with ds,(zo)=lS~l- 3 and 
ds,(z)= I S l l -  2 for all zESl\{zo}. Suppose zl, z2 ES1 are the vertices not adjacent 
to z0. From (ii.2) and (10) we know IS11- 2<<,ds,(y)<<,lSll- 1 for each yEO+(A).  
Subcase 2.1: There exists y0 E ~?+(A) with ds~ (Y0) = IS~l - 2. Then N(yo) A S = 
(Sl\{Z,Z'})U {w} and S\N(yo)= (S2\{w})U {z,z'}, where z,z' are nonadjacent ver- 
tices of G[SI] and w E $2. Note that $1 \{z,z'} 7~ 0 and by (ii.4) any vertex of S1 \{z,z'} 
cannot be adjacent to z and z ~ simultaneously. We must have Is~l = 3 since other- 
wise there exists a vertex of Sl\{z,z'} which is adjacent to both z and z'. Thus 
Si =- {zo,zl,z2} and {z,z'} = {z0,zl } or {z0,z2}. From (10), as(y) = 2 for all y E ~?+(A). 
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Since G[S] contains only one edge zlz2, we have 2q = d(N(A))+2[O+(A)[ +2. On the 
other hand, we have 7 = IAI + ISl - l by (i) and hence the right-hand side of (5) is 
d(N(A)) + 2[O+(A)[ + 3, contradicting our assumption. 
Subcase 2.2: For all y C O+(A), we have ds~ (y) = [Sz[ - 1. Then N(y)  fq S = N(y)  fq 
S1 = S\{zy} for a vertex Zy E S1. Since G contains no isolated vertices, we have Sz = ~. 
Thus y(G[S])=2 and 7--[A[ + 2. Summing up the degrees of the vertices of G, we 
get 2q = d(N(A)) + I~+(A)I (IS[ - 1) + ISl(ISl - 2) - 1. But the right-hand side of (5) 
can be simplified as d(N(A))+ IO+(A)I ( IS l -  1)+ ISl(ISI- 2), a contradiction as well. 
In summary, we have proved that if G contains no isolated vertices and if the 
equality in (5) occurs, then A is either a type 1 set or a type 2 set. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3. [] 
Theorem 2 can be deduced from Theorem 3 by setting A to be the singleton of 
a maximum degree vertex. Moreover, we are now able to characterize the extremal 
graphs for (3). 
Corollary 2. For any graph G, we have 
2q<, (p -7 )  (P -7+2) -A(p -7 -A) .  (3) 
Furthermore, if G contains no isolated vertices, then the equality holds if and only 
if G is a complete graph with the removal of a perfect matching or there exists an 
even number k >>,4 such that p=k 2 -k  + 1 and G is a complete (k 2 -2k)-regular 
graph with the properties that for any vertex x E V(G), 
(a) Sx= V(G)\N(x) induces a complete graph with the removal of a perfect 
matching; and 
(b) any vertex in N(x) is adjacent o k - 1 vertices in Sx. 
Proof. Let x be a vertex with the maximum degree A. By setting A = {x} and noting 
that d(N(A))<~A(A + 1) we get (3) immediately from (5). One can check that if G is 
one of the graphs described in the corollary, then the equality in (3) occurs. Conversely, 
suppose that the equality in (3) holds, then by Theorem 3 for any maximum degree 
vertex x,{x} is either a type 1 set or a type 2 set and d(y)=A for all yCN(x) .  Let 
Sx = V(G)\N(x). Then [Sx[ : p - A - 1. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: There exists a maximum degree vertex x such that {x} is a type 1 set. 
Then dN(x)(y)= d(y ) -  2 = d -2  for each y E N(x). Thus G[N(x)] is a complete 
graph with the removal of a perfect matching (which implies that A is even). For 
any y c N(x), let Zy be the unique vertex in Sx adjacent o y. I f  y, yt E N(x) are not 
adjacent, then we have Zy = Zy, since otherwise (Sx\ {Zy })U {y} would be a dominating 
set of G, contradicting the fact that 7 : [Sx[ + 1. For the case when [Sx[ = 1, it can be 
seen easily that G is a complete graph with the removal of a perfect matching. Suppose 
now ISxl/>2 Then A 1>4 and for y E N(x) we have N(y)  = (N(x)\{y, J } )  U {X, Zy}, 
Sy=(S~\{Zy})U{y'}, where y~ is the unique vertex in N(x) not adjacent o y. I f  
[Sx[ t>3, then by noting that Sy is an independent set we know {y} cannot be a type 2 
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set. So it must be of type 1. Thus any y" EN(x) \{y,y '}  C N(y)  is adjacent o exactly 
one vertex in Sy. Since y,/ is adjacent o y/E Sy, we conclude that y/, is not adjacent 
to any vertex in Sx\{Zy}. But y" E N(x), so it is adjacent o exactly one vertex in Sx. 
This implies that y" is adjacent o Zy and hence the vertices in S~\{Zy} are isolated, 
contradicting our assumption. If ISxl--2, then {x} and all {y} are both type 1 and 
type 2 sets. Thus, the vertices in N(y)  must all have degree A. Since Zy E N(y), z, 
is adjacent o each vertex in N(x). Therefore, the vertex in S~\{Zy} is isolated, a 
contradiction as well. 
Case 2: For all maximum degree vertex x, {x} is a type 2 set. 
Then tSxl>~2 is even. If  15~1=-2, then a contradiction can be made by a simi- 
lar discussion as above. In the following, we suppose ISxl/>4. Note that G is con- 
nected and the vertices adjacent o a maximum degree vertex are also of maximum 
degree. So G is A-regular. Since each yEN(x)  is adjacent o ISxl- 1 vertices in 
S~ and G[Sx] is a complete graph with the removal of a perfect matching, we have 
AIS~[ = d(S~)= A(IS~I- 1 )+ IS, l(ISxl- 2), which implies 
Is~l = 1 ÷ v/A + 1. (11) 
Thus A + 1 is a square number (the square of a positive integer). Since [Sxl = p - 
A-  1, (11) gives p -A -  1=1 +x/~+l .  So we get A=(2p-3 -4pv /~-3 -3) /2 ,  
which implies that 4p - 3 is also a square number. Suppose 4p - 3 = (2k - 1)2. Then 
p=k 2 -k+ 1,A-~k 2-2k  and IS~I--k. Hence k must be even. Since {x} is a type 2 
set, each vertex in N(x) is adjacent o exactly k - 1 vertices in S~. Thus, G satisfies 
(a) and (b). The proof is complete. [] 
Note that in Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 the condition that G contains no isolated 
vertices is non-essential since p -7  and q remain unchanged when isolated vertices are 
deleted from a graph. The extremal graphs described in Corollary 2 have domination 
number 2 or 3. So we have the following consequence which shows that (3) can be 
slightly improved in some cases. 
Corollary 3. I f  the 9raph resulted from G by deletin9 all the isolated vertices has 
domination umber >14 or is not a regular 9raph of degree 41( l -  1)for some l>~2, 
then 
S(p-7)  (p -7+2) -A(p -7 -A) -2  if both p -7  and A are even, 
2q <~ (12) 
(p -7 ) (p -7+2) -A(p -7 -A) - i  otherwise. 
By choosing A to be a 2-subset of V(G) in (5), we get the following: 
Corollary 4. For any two distinct vertices x, y E V(G), we have 
2q ~< (p - 7)(P - 7 + 2) - (p - 7 - A)(IN(x)UN(y)I - 26x, v) 
+ IN(x)NN(y)I + 26~,y, 
where 6x, y = 1 if x, y are adjacent in G, and 0 otherwise. 
(13) 
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If G[A] contains no isolated vertices, then we can do even better than (5). In fact, in 
such case G[A\~-(A)] also contains no isolated vertices and hence y(G[A\O-(A)])<~ 
IA\O-(A)I/2 by Ore [10]. Note that the union of O-(A), a minimum dominating set 
of G[S] and a minimum dominating set of G[A\a-(A)] is a dominating set of G. 
Thus, ?~<7(G[S]) + IO-(A)I + IA\O-(A)I/2 and (7) can be improved as y(G[S])~> 
- (IAI + I~-(A)I)/2. Similarly, for any y E O+(A), (S\N(y))  U O-(A) U {y} together 
with a minimum dominating set of G[A\O-(A)] gives a dominating set of G. So (8) 
can be improved as IN(y)r-IS I~< IS I + (IAI + IO-(A)I)/2 + 1 - ~. Similar to the proof 
of (5) we can prove the following 
Theorem 3'. I f  A C_ V( G) and G[A] contains no isolated vertices, then 
2q ~< (p - ~) (p - ~ + 2) - ([A\3-(A)I + IO+(A)I)(p - ~ + I) 
+ ¼1A\0-(A)I (IA\O-(A)I + 210+(A)I) + d(~(A)). (5') 
This is better than (5) when 6(G[A])>O. Note that (3) can give an upper bound 
for y only if A ~<2(V"6- ~ + 4 -  1)/3. However, (5) and (5') always imply upper bounds 
for the domination umber. 
Corollary 5. (i) For any A C_ V(G), we have 
7~<p + 1 - ½([O+(A)I + V/[O+(A)[ 2+ 8q + 4 - 4d(N(A))), (14) 
with equality if and only if A is a type 1 set or a type 2 set. 
(ii) I f  in addition 6(G[A])>O, then 
7<<.p+ I-½(IA\O-(A)I+IO+(A)I+ V/IO+(A)I2 +8q+4-4d(N(A) ) ) .  (14') 
Since A is arbitrary, we can specify (14) and (14') and thus get interesting upper 
bounds for ~ by taking A to be special subsets of V(G). For example, in the degenerate 
case where A=0,  (14) becomes Vizing's upper bound (2). Taking A={x}, we get 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 6. For any x E V(G), 
~<<.p + 1 - ½(d(x) + v/(d(x)) 2 + 8q + 4 - 4d(N(x))). 
In particular, we have 
T<~p + 1 - I(A +v/A  2 + 8q+4-  4dA), 
where dA = minacx)=a d(N(x ) ). 
(15) 
(16) 
The upper bound (15) ((16), respectively) is better than the known bound (2) 
if d(N(x))<<.d(x)x/~ + l(dz ~<A~I ,  respectively). Inequalities (5) and (13) are 
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sometimes better than (3), and (14) and (15) are better than (2) in some cases when 
A and x are chosen appropriately. Also, neither (14) nor (4) is implied by the other. 
3. Domination number and neighbourhood intersections 
In this section we discuss the relationships between the domination umber and the 
neighbourhood intersection. Since I(A)=N(A) when IAI--1 and the case has been 
studied in Section 2, we assume IAI >/2 in the following discussion. 
Theorem 4. Suppose A C V(G) with IA[ ~>2 and II(A)I >/1. Then 
2q ~< (p - 7 - IZ(A)I + 2) (p - 7 + 4) + d(I(A)) 
- min{p - 7 - 17(A)] + 2, [AI, II(A)I, 3}. (17)  
Proof. Let S= V(G)\I(A). Then 7(G[S])~>7 - 2. For any x •A,y•I(A),(S\N(x))U 
{x,y} and (S\N(y))U {x,y} are both dominating sets of G. So we have IN(x)NS[ <~ 
[SI - 7 + 2 and IN(y) n S[ ~< ISI - 7 + 2. By using Vizing's theorem and summing up 
the degrees of vertices of G, we get 
2q ~< 
~< 
~< 
2q(G[S])+ ~ (IN(x)NS I+ IN(x)[)+ ~ (IN(y)NSI + IN(y)]) 
xCA y61(A )
(ISI - 7(G[S]))(ISI - 7(G[S]) + 2) + Ii(A)I (IsI - 7 + 2) + d(I(A)) 
(ISI - v + 2)( Is I  - 7 + 4) + I /(A)[ (ISI - ~ + 2) + d(i(A)) 
(P - 7 - Ii(A)I + 2) (p - 7 + 4) + d(I(A)). (18) 
We will show that this upper bound can be further improved. 
Case 1: There exists w • I (A )  with N(w) AS = ~. 
Then from the proof above we know the right-hand side of (18) can be decreased 
by IS I -7+2.  
Case 2: For all w•](A),N(w)NS¢O. 
Let 
Al={x•A:  [N(x)NS I=IS I -7+2},  
I, = {y • I(A): IN(y) n SI ---IS] - 7 + 2}, 
A2 =A\A1 and 12 =I(A)\Ii. 
Subcase 2.1: At =~ or Ii =~. I fA l  =~, then [N(x)NS[<~[S[-7 + 1 for all xEA 
and the right-hand side of (18) decreases by IA[. I f  I1 = ~, it decreases by II(A)[. 
Subcase 2.2: Ai ¢ 0 and I I¢  0. Then we have the following: 
Claim 1. If x E A1, then N(y) N S C_ N(x) N S for all y E I(A). 
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In fact, (S\N(x)) U {x, y} is a minimum dominating set since x E A l. I f  N(y) n S 
N(x)NS, then there exists z ES\N(x) which is adjacent o y. So ((S\N(x))\{z})U 
{x, y} is a dominating set, a contradiction. Similarly, we have 
Claim 2. If yEIl, then N(x)NSC_N(y)nS for all xEA. 
Claims 1 and 2 imply that N(w)NS are all identical for wEAl UI1, i.e., there exists 
0~S*  C_S with IS*l = I s [ -7  + 2 such that N(w)NS=S* for all wEAl Ul~. Thus, 
we have A2 ~ 0 since otherwise the vertices in S* are adjacent o all vertices in A, a 
contradiction. Also, from Claims 1 and 2 we know N(w)NSC_S* for all wEAzUI2. 
Now, we prove that 2q(G[S])<(]S]-7 + 2) ( IS1-7 + 4). Suppose otherwise, then 
7 = 7(G[S])+ 2 and by Vizing's theorem S can be partitioned into two parts S1 and $2 
such that G[SI ] is a complete graph with the removal of a minimum edge covering and 
$2 is a set of isolated vertices of G[S]. Thus Is~l= IsI - 7 + 4 and I&l = 7(a[s])- 2 = 
7-4. Since IS* I = ISI - 7 + 2, there are at least two vertices in Sl which are not in S*. 
But S\S* is an independent set, so there are exactly two nonadjacent vertices zl,z2 of 
Si which are not in S*. Therefore, we have S* =S1\{zl,z2},S\S* =SzU{zl,z2}. I f
IS* [/> 2, then by the structure of G[S1] there exists a vertex z E S* which is adjacent 
to both zl and z2. Thus, for x E A, y E I(A), $2 U {x, y,z} is a dominating set of 7 -  1 
vertices, a contradiction. So we must have IS* l= l .  But O¢N(w)NSC_S* for all 
w E A2, so we get N(w)n S = S*, a contradiction as well. Thus, we have proved that 
2q(G[S])<~(ISI - 7 + 2)(Isi - y + 4) - 1. (19) 
If  12 = 0, take a vertex zo E S* and put A ~ =A U {zo}. Then I(A t) =I(A).  Note that 
A2-C0 and hence d(zo)~<(IZ(A) l -  1 )+ ( IS~l- 2 ) - -p -7  + 1, we get from (18) that 
2q ~< (p - 7 - IZ(A')I + 2)(p - 7 + 4) + d(](A')) 
= (p  - 7 - I/(A)I + 1) (p  - ~, + 4) + d(i(A)) + d(zo) 
~< (P - 7 - I/(A)I + 2)(p - 7 + 4) + d(i(A)) - 3. 
IfI2 ¢ 0, then from (19), the proof of (18) and the fact A2 ¢ 0 we know that the above 
inequality is also true. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. [] 
Corollary 7. Suppose A c_ V(G) with 
2(A)_ { 01 if d(x)=Oforall 
otherwise. 
Then 
IAI ~>2 and II(A)I/> 1. Let 
x E V(G)\i(A), 
7~P -4- 3 - ½(II(A)I + V/(17(A)I + 2) 2 + 8q + 42(A) - 4dj(A))) .  (20) 
Proof. Let #(A)= min{p - 7 -1i64)1 + 2, IA], [I(A)],3}. Then /~(A)~>2(A) and (20) 
follows from (17) immediately. [] 
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Both (17) and (20) are attainable. As a simple example, we take G to be a complete 
bipartite graph with the bipartition X U Y, where 2 ~< IXl ~<IYI, and set A =X.  Then the 
equalities in both (17) and (20) appear. Unfortunately, at the moment we are not able 
to characterize the extremal graphs for (17). 
It is expected that for some special families of graphs the results in this paper can 
be further improved. 
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